Helicopter Underwater Egress Training - HUET

Provider: Northern Industrial Training
Length: 8 Hours

Website

Places: Anchorage, Palmer

Program category(ies)
Maritime Priority Occupations

Students will learn about personal and inflatable life support devices, and the skills necessary for safe egress on land and in water, how-to overcome disorientation in confined space, and exposure to the elements. Upon completion, students will know Marine, Aviation, and Land Survival theories and techniques, procedures and protocols for emergencies, how-to escape a submerged and/or inverted aircraft or marine vessel and provide first aid basic post incident survival strategies in the harsh Arctic climate.

Related Occupations

Airline Pilots, Copilots, and Flight Engineers
Captains, Mates, and Pilots of Water Vessels
Commercial Pilots
First-Line Supervisors of Farming, Fishing, and Forestry Workers
Fish and Game Wardens
Fishers and Related Fishing Workers
Forest and Conservation Workers
Hunters and Trappers
Sailors and Marine Oilers
Tour Guides and Escorts
Travel Guides